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Abstract

In [1], two generic constructions for biometric-based non-transferable Attribute Based Credentials (biometric ABC)
are presented, which o�er di�erent trade-o�s between e�ciency and trust assumptions. In this paper, we focus on
the second scheme denoted as BioABC-ZK that tries to remove the strong (and unrealistic) trust assumption on the
Reader R, and show that BioABC-ZK has a security �aw for a colluding R and Veri�er V. Besides, BioABC-ZK lacks
GDPR-compliance, which requires secure processing of biometrics, for instance in form of Fuzzy Extractors, as opposed
to (i) storing the reference biometric template aBio in the user's mobile phone and (ii) processing of biometrics using
an external untrusted R, whose foreign manufacturers are unlikely to adjust their products according to GDPR.

The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we review e�cient biometric ABC schemes to identify the
privacy-by-design criteria for them. In view of these principles, we propose a new architecture for biometric ABC of [2]
by adapting the recently introduced core/helper setting of [3]. Brie�y, a user in our modi�ed setting is composed of a
constrained core device (a SIM card) inside a helper device (a smart phone with dual SIM and face recognition feature),
which -as opposed to [1]- does not need to store aBio. This way, the new design provides Identity Privacy without the
need for an external R and/or a dedicated hardware per user such as a biometric smart card reader or a tamper proof
smart card as in current hardware-bound credential systems. Besides, the new system maintains minimal hardware
requirements on the SIM card -only responsible for storing ABC and helper data-, which results in easy adoption and
usability without loosing e�ciency, if recently introduced key derivation scheme of [4] and the modi�ed ABC scheme of
[2] are employed together. As a result, a total overhead of 500 milliseconds to a showing of a comparable non-biometric
ABC is obtained instead of the 2.1 seconds in [1] apart from the removal of computationally expensive pairings. Finally,
as di�erent from [1], auditing is achieved via Blockchain instead of proving in zero-knowledge the actual biometric
matching by the user to reveal malicious behavior of R and V.
Keywords: Identity Privacy, Blockchain, Brands' DLRep, Multi-show Unlinkability, Attribute Based Credential (ABC),
Non-transferability, Fuzzy Extractor, face biometrics, user-centric, KYC, GDPR

1. Introduction

Currently, smart-city-related projects are ongoing in
various countries. Already in 2017, Inspur, the Chinese
cloud computing company formed an alliance with IBM,
Cisco and Ericsson to provide smart city solutions. How-
ever, recent studies on this topic [5, 6, 7, 8] handle the in-
frastructure involved in smart-city development (data cen-
ters, cameras, sensors and other devices for facial recogni-
tion, etc.) from a security perspective by considering the
global ambitions of the exporting countries of this tech-
nology. For instance, major European companies already
have constructed smart cities with the help of Huawei [8],
which installed the camera network and other infrastruc-
ture for video surveillance systems. In this context, many
US and Chines companies developed facial recognition sys-
tems integrated into smart city projects that they export

1The author is an Assoc. Prof. Dr. of Computer Science and
CTO @ BioIDchain (e-mail: denizsarier@ieee.org)

to EU and non-EU countries for public security applica-
tions. However, there are concerns over the big data that
those companies collect, especially when they do not fol-
low the EU regulations on data privacy, namely GDPR
[8]. Another example is faceprints of US users collected
by TikTok [9], which may transmit them to its servers or
data centers outside of USA for storage and/or process-
ing [10]. Thus, sensitive data such as biometrics should
be processed on each user's local device in a user-centric
manner instead of outsourcing it to external untrusted sen-
sors/devices that may lead to a similar problem present in
e-voting [11], namely Secure Platform Problem (SPP) 2.

In this context, the same problem arises in biometric-
based non-transferable Attribute Based Credential (bio-
metric ABC) schemes of [1]. Recently, [1] proposed two
new generic constructions, where the latter tries to re-

2Due to the complexity of the voting task, it is delegated to an
external/untrusted voting device leading to SPP, i.e. the untrusted
voting computer issue, tackled by Code-voting approach [11].
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duce the level of trust to the independent biometric de-
vice/sensor/reader R, which is assumed as semi-trusted
and deployed in the same premises of the untrusted Ver-
i�er V. The origins of ABC can be traced back to 1980s,
initially named as Digital/Anonymous Credentials that al-
low entities/users to get digital credentials from an issuer
and to prove ownership of attributes encoded in the ABC
to veri�ers without revealing any other data. For human
credential holders, an ABC contains a number of attributes
such as name/surname, age, address, gender, etc. in addi-
tion to a biometric attribute either obtained from a fuzzy
extractor [12, 13, 2, 14] or in form of a commitment to
a biometric template [15, 1]. In any case, an ABC com-
posed of those attributes support minimum disclosure, i.e.,
only necessary/essential information required for the spe-
ci�c application is revealed. Thus, attributes that are se-
lectively shown lead to strong authentication and privacy
even in recently introduced identity management systems
built on top of public/permissionless Blockchains such as
Bitcoin [2] or Ethereum [16, 17, 18].

Finally, it is crucial for biometric ABC systems to guar-
antee Identity Privacy, namely the privacy of the link be-
tween the user's identity (i.e. name/surname) and his/her
biometrics, although biometrics is assumed as public data
[19]. At the same time, service providers should be as-
sured that users possess valid credentials from an issuer
when they authenticate successfully to service enablers,
but the credential generator (an authority di�erent than
the issuer) and a veri�er/provider/enabler (even if they
collaborate) could not link the original credential of a user
to a speci�c ABC showing.

1.1. Intuition for the security �aw in [1]

In any biometric authentication system, there exists
internal/external adversaries that try to reveal the private
link between the user's identity and his/her biometrics.
As opposed to biometric setting, for on-chain applications
such as Decentralized Finance (DeFi), where access con-
trol is legally mandated to counter illicit activities, it is
required to restrict the service to Know-Your-Customer
(KYC)-veri�ed users [18]. A common KYC calculation is
2+2, where a minimum of two customer identity attributes
(name, surname or address, etc.) is required to be non-
private for KYC compliance in order to reach an appropri-
ate level of trust, namely a consistent identity score similar
to a credit score [20].

Hence, to protect the privacy of the link between the
(minimum) KYC identity attributes and biometrics, the
biometric veri�cation system either (1) hides the identity,
i.e. the users submit their request anonymously without
any KYC identity attribute involved, or (2) the system
aims only for hiding the biometrics, where the users pro-
cess and submit their biometrics as encrypted by using
a (potentially homomorphic) scheme pseudonymously, or
(3) the users process their biometric data and submit their
request both as encrypted and anonymously. Most of the
biometric veri�cation protocols aiming for high security

levels anticipate to obtain from a user an encrypted bio-
metric template processed by the user himself.

Assume that the selective disclosure of BioABC-ZK [1]
requires the user to reveal two of his KYC identity at-
tributes a1, a2 associated to his/her Name+Surname for
KYC-compliance, where aBio is the biometric attribute
that ties the credential to the entity [1]. Then, one of
the well exploited notions for secure biometric authenti-
cation, namely, Identity Privacy that was introduced in
[21] and further investigated in [19, 22, 23, 24] for di�er-
ent use-cases, cannot be guaranteed for a colluding Reader
R and Veri�er V, where the semi-trusted external sensor
R of BioABC-ZK [1] captures the raw biometric data and
generates the biometric template of the user for V. The
untrusted V is responsible for credential veri�cation, and
checking the predicates over the attributes depending on
the access policy (i.e. for KYC-compliance), and performs
the computations of a traditional showing [1].

Therefore, BioABC-ZK [1] cannot simultaneously con-
trol the data leakage resulting from the selective disclo-
sure (a traditional showing of a credential to a veri�er for
the disclosed attribute(s) of Name+Surname) and from
the biometric measurement on an external untrusted sen-
sor/reader device R produced by a foreign company that
may outsource the latter to the cloud, i.e. for biometric
matching operations. Speci�cally, a colluding Veri�er V
and Sensor R can associate the facial biometrics -captured
and processed- by the semi-trusted R to the selectively
disclosed Name+Surname attribute(s) of the user, thus
breaking the identity privacy notion, i.e. the link between
the identity and biometrics of the user. The scenario wors-
ens if both sensor R and veri�er V involve devices manufac-
tured by the same foreign company that does not necessar-
ily adjust its products according to GDPR [8]. One can
even deduce an Impossibility Result from this worst-case
scenario: No two-party (i.e. colluding R and V) biometric
ABC protocol that guarantees identity privacy exists.

1.2. Related Work

Apart from �nancial services/transactions, Blockchain
technologies are employed in various sectors ranging from
e-health [24] to e-voting [11] and related e-government ap-
plications. Thus, in this work we are going to focus on
e�cient biometric-based non-transferable Attribute-Based
Credentials (biometric ABC) with o�-chain veri�cation on
the Blockchain to achieve cheap, scalable, auditable, us-
able and practical access control.

1.2.1. Previous work on e�cient Attribute-Based Creden-
tials (ABC)

The focus of the paper is e�cient ABC schemes that
rely on lightweight Non- Interactive Zero-Knowledge (NIZK)
arguments such as Sigma protocols. Also, we consider only
the traditional setting where the veri�cation is typically
done o�-chain by a single machine resulting in minimal
user/prover costs.
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With U-Prove being the most well known representa-
tive, Brands Credentials (also denoted as digital creden-
tials) [25] are currently the most e�cient credential scheme
as shown in [26]. However, Brands' credential system
[27, 25] has a serious limitation: showings that are per-
formed more than once can be linked, namely, a Brands
ABC can only be used once in an unlinkable way. Despite
this disadvantage, it has recently been found real-world
applications in Google, Facebook, etc. [3] and recently, in
the form of e-voting [11] to prevent double-voting. How-
ever, as observed in [28], Brands' schemes allow for ef-
�cient issuance of multiple credentials on the same at-
tribute list, where a recent application following this ap-
proach is presented for biometric-based identity manage-
ment on the blockchain in order to achieve auditing, revo-
cation, thaw/suspension, non-transferability of credentials
in IIoT/smart industry [2].

1.2.2. Previous work on biometric-based non-transferable
credentials requiring a dedicated trusted device

To prevent credential share/lending of credentials, U-
prove proposes to split the certi�ed attributes between the
smart card and the user's device to force the smart card's
involvement. Apart from U-Prove, biometric-based solu-
tions requiring a dedicated trusted device, -e.g. a smart
card, which is trusted to capture and process fresh �nger-
prints upon each credential presentation, and then prove
that the measured �ngerprint indeed matches the one en-
coded inside the credential- are described in [12, 13, 2,
14]. As opposed to [29, 30, 15], privacy-preserving bio-
metric approaches in Attribute Based Credentials (ABC)
do not employ directly embedded biometrics that is stored
in each user's tamperproof smartcard [12, 13, 2, 14] result-
ing in non-transferability, biometric privacy, and GDPR-
compliance 3. The latter two are guaranteed even if the
smart card is lost/tamper-proofness is eliminated as bio-
metrics is not required anymore to be used and divulged.
For instance, fuzzy vault for �ngerprints is evaluated as a
secure sketch construction and the anonymous credential
scheme of [12] is based on a fuzzy extractor denoted as
BKG built from this secure sketch scheme [14].

1.2.3. Previous work on biometric-based non-transferable
credentials requiring an external sensor device

In this category, Adams [15] proposed the �rst e�-
cient ABC with a focus on non-transferability, where the
biometrics sensor captures, encrypts and commits to the
fresh biometrics before returning the computed values to
the verifying authority. Next, the entity computes a Zero-
knowledge Proof of Knowledge (ZPK) to prove that the
biometric template stored in the credential match the fresh
biometric features in the freshly computed commitments

3Biometrics is considered as sensitive data according to GDPR
that requires template protection techniques with provable security
(such as Fuzzy Extractors) so that leakage of this data is prevented
and privacy of biometrics is maintained [2, 14]

sent by the sensor. To provide an e�cient system, [15, 13]
both rely on the one-show credential approach of Brands,
which is also employed in Microsoft's U-Prove [31, 30].

Similar to Adams et al. [15], the authors of [1] recently
described BioABC-ZK, the latter of the two generic con-
structions speci�cally designed for access control in pub-
lic transport, restaurants or events, where identi�cation
and linkability of users is undesirable. In order to avoid
any sensitive biometric data to be leaked to the veri�er,
the second generic design of [1] splits the veri�er into: (i)
a semi-trusted sensor device capturing and measuring a
user's fresh biometrics Biof , and (ii) the untrusted service
provider acting as a veri�er. Once the user's biometrics
Biof is measured, this device sends the necessary data
to the user and/or the service provider acting as a veri�er,
and the user computes the ZPK proving that she possesses
a credential matching two similar biometrics: the reference
template as an attribute aBio within the credential stored
at the user application, i.e. mobile phone, and the fresh
template Biof . Since the external sensor is semi-trusted,
[1] employs a sensor device with minimal operations both
from hardware and software aspects to achieve the maxi-
mum security and privacy level.

Brie�y, [1] de�nes a bb-ABC system using four ac-
tors: An external untrusted reader device R, a user U,
a veri�er V and an issuer I. R and V are deployed in the
same premises and assumed to behave maliciously. Thus,
[1] introduces a construction BioABC-ZK that adds au-
diting capabilities to detect (malicious/inconsistent) be-
havior/decision of R/V, respectively. BioABC-ZK tries to
reduce the trust in R, as R is responsible for recording
U's fresh biometrics in addition to the actual biometric
matching. Since the user's mobile phone receives the fresh
biometric data from R together with a commitment to it
and the opening value, the veri�er only gets the commit-
ment from R. Next, U proves to V in zero-knowledge that
the biometric data attached to his/her credential matches
the fresh one. The implementation is based on face bio-
metrics using the template generation scheme of [32] and
Pointcheval-Sanders (PS) signatures, where the latter was
already suggested in a previous work of [14] in the replace-
ment of the ine�cient CL-Credentials employed in [12].
Finally, [1] assumes U as mobile, R as embedded and V as
a normal computer being the most powerful among them.

1.2.4. Recent Work on Blockchain based ABC and identity
management

For a short summary on non-private anonymous cre-
dentials for on-chain veri�cation, where the Certi�cate Au-
thority (CA) can link users to their wallets when the CA
issues an on-chain credential to a user nominated wallet,
the reader is referred to [18], which considers on-chain ver-
i�cation of centrally issued ABC by a smart contract with
the goal of minimizing the cost of veri�cation given the ex-
treme cost of smart contract execution. The same paper
also presents a comparison for the current state-of-the-art
anonymous credential systems on Ethereum Blockchain.
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Besides, for a short summary of e�cient digital cre-
dentials on the Bitcoin Blockchain, the reader is referred
to [2, 14], which is the path we will follow in this work
due to the recently introduced approach in a di�erent
setting: Similar to the identity management on the Bit-
coin (BTC), exchanging digital assets such as NFTs over
the BTC Blockchain is generally avoided because of the
high Transaction (TX) fees and de�cient programmabil-
ity. However, recent e�orts managed to design a NFT
scheme where trades are settled in a single BTC TX con-
trary to executing complex smart contracts [33]. Although
the authors describe their NFT scheme for Bitcoin (BTC)
by �xing the TX size to the minimum BTC TX size of
226 bytes, their techniques are essentially independent of
the fundamental blockchain technology since the majority
of the work occurs o�-chain similar to the biometric-based
identity management and credential systems of [2, 14].

1.2.5. Evaluation of related work

Since the focus of this paper is on e�cient ABC with
biometric attributes for non-transferability, we do not con-
sider the remaining categories, namely CL-based [34, 35,
36, 12] and PS-based [16, 17] ABCs, some of which rely
on computationally expensive bilinear group operations
that are not e�ciently supported on Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM) [18]. Similarly, Hardware Security Mod-
ules and embedded secure elements generally do not back
up CL-based or BBS+ signatures but only more common
signature schemes, for instance, ECDSA [37]. Besides, on-
chain veri�cation of Coconut is equivalent to 176 USD on
Ethereum in May 2023 [18]. Similarly, BASS is a subse-
quent work that adds revocation to Coconut since Coconut
[16] does not provide auditability, traceability as well as
revocation [18]. Even though [18] outperforms the pre-
vious PS-based ABCs on the Ethereum Blockchain, the
cost of a single on-chain veri�cation of 12USD [18] can-
not be assumed as reasonable given the extreme cost of
smart contract execution [38]. Besides, [18] is based on
more computationally costly general-purpose ZKP, for in-
stance, a Groth16 zk-SNARK [37], thus, requires bilinear
pairings and more importantly, a Layer-2 (L2) solution
that o�oads computation and storage to a more scalable
Layer-2 network, which is simply an untrusted server em-
ployed to reduce on-chain veri�cation costs. Therefore,
credential systems for account-based blockchains with on-
chain credential veri�cation and systems for permissioned
blockchains are out of scope.

1.3. Motivation

Based on the previous review and focusing on the re-
cently introduced biometric ABC (with a traditional show-
ing) of [1], we de�ne the privacy-by-design criteria for ef-
�cient, cheap, scalable, auditable, usable, practical and
non-transferable biometric ABC on the Blockchain.

� Even though dedicated hardware per user (i.e. smart
card with integrated biometric sensor) does not scale

and degrades the usability [1], a user with a (con-
strained) smartphone should not cause biometric ABC
systems to compromise privacy over usability.

� Biometric ABC systems with a traditional showing
should guarantee GDPR-compliance and identity pri-
vacy in addition to multi-show unlinkability.

� Biometric ABC systems with a traditional showing
should avoid storing any biometric attribute aBio as
well as the essential/minimum KYC attributes (such
as name, surname, etc.) within the attribute list a
= (a1, ..., an) of the credential.

� Biometric attribute(s) should be encoded as a pri-
vate attribute(s) that is never going to be revealed
to any party but its existence guarantees the non-
transferability of the credential during the showing.

� If core/helper setting is employed, the helper device
(i.e. smart phone) that � captures the raw biomet-
rics, extracts the features, generates the template of
the user � is assumed to delete any biometrics once it
is �nished with all of the computations and returns
only the mandatory data.

� If core/helper setting is employed, the system should
be e�cient in practice and the computational over-
head of the core device (SIM card) should be inde-
pendent of the number of attributes in the credential.

� Malicious behavior of server-side (i.e. external reader/
sensor device R and veri�er V) should not be audited
and revealed (with extensive computations as in [1])
by the (constrained) user.

� If malicious/inconsistent behavior of server-side is
audited through Blockchain, minimal prover costs
should be achieved with o�chain veri�cation.

� When upgrading the user's smart phone, re-generation
of the (original) ABC together with biometric at-
tribute(s)/helper data should be avoided.

� ABC suspension/update/renewal/thaw and revoca-
tion should be possible with the same infrastructure.

� ABC protocol should be independent of the underly-
ing blockchain technology similar to the recent pro-
posals [2, 33, 11] designed for completely di�erent
settings/use-case scenarios.

For the �rst item, section 1.1 reveals the consequence
of processing sensitive data such as biometrics of users
via external readers/sensors right before the traditional
(selective) showing of a credential to a colluding Veri�er.
By this means, the system of [1] is (i) non-private, i.e. it
reveals the link between users and their biometrics to the
authority granting access, and (ii) it requires additional
trust assumptions as a result of relying on an external
sensor device to capture raw biometric data before further
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processing. To remove additional trust in the latter, we
propose an intermediate solution following the approach
of [3] in this work. Thus, a new architecture is necessary
to achieve the notions presented in the second item.

Considering fuzzy extractors in relation with GDPR-
compliance, the recent work of Rathgeb et al. [4] and
Hanznik et al. [3] disproved the claim of [1] stating that
producing deterministic outputs from a user's biometrics
via fuzzy extractors is not yet feasible. Besides, the storage
requirements of the helper data, and more importantly, the
accuracy levels of fuzzy extractors are not considered as a
drawback anymore due to the recent results of [4] on face
biometrics. Speci�cally, [4] lists e�cient decoding times
as low as 100ms for the case of 4 intervals and polynomial
sizes ≤ 512, whereas for the case of 8 intervals and polyno-
mial degrees < 1200, [4] achieves decoding times < 500ms.
Also, [4] retrieves a key from face biometrics in real time
for relevant parameters of False Non-Match Rate < 1% at
a False Match Rate of 0.01%, which is essential for the
usability. Hence, a system based on the face fuzzy vault
construction of [4] results in a total overhead of 500ms to
a presentation of a comparable non-biometric-based ABC.

Moreover, third and fourth items helps to reduce the
information leakage through practical measures. Finally,
standard assumptions in secure biometric authentication
systems (such as liveness detection and immediate erasure
of sensitive data once its processing is completed) should
also hold for biometric ABC.

For the remaining items, the main concern is the usabil-
ity, e�ciency and practicality of the design. Firstly, Hard-
ware Security Modules and embedded secure elements gen-
erally do not support CL-based or BBS+4 signatures but
only more common signature schemes such as ECDSA
[37]. Thus, there is a research gap for biometric ABC
depending on more e�cient crypto-primitives suitable for
those devices with limited computational capacity. For
instance, auditing of malicious behavior of an external
reader device R and/or a malicious veri�er is performed
in [1] by the (constrained) user at the cost of additional
zero-knowledge proof for the inner product resulting in
602 multi-exponentiations and an additional range proof
resulting in 200 Pedersen commitments of bits calculated
with 200 exponentiations (exp)s + 200 exps for the "real"
OR branches, and �nally, 200 Pedersen commitments for
the simulated OR branches.

To reduce the computational load of the user, auditing
can be performed via Blockchain, but, this solution brings
its own problems: As in many papers including the recent
work of [18], the extreme cost of smart contract execution
on Layer-1 Blockchain, i.e. Ethereum is tried to be solved
through employing untrusted servers built as a Layer-2
network. Thus, one can employ a hybrid design that min-
imizes the prover's cost with the help of additional Service

4BBS is �rst suggested by Boneh-Boyen-Shacham (BBS) and re-
lated anonymous credentials designs are known as BBS+[37].

Enablers SEs as in current user-centric identity manage-
ment schemes on the BTC Blockchain [2, 14, 39].

Finally, the last item in our principles for biometric
ABC involves a generic design, where the architecture of
the protocol is blockchain agnostic. In fact, biometric ABC
(with an abstract model) can be implemented using one
of the many blockchains with an OP_RETURN-like op-
code/transaction. The reason for choosing a Bitcoin-like
blockchain is to avoid (unnecessary) smart contracts sim-
ilar to the recently introduced NFT scheme of [33] where
trades are settled in a single BTC transaction contrary to
executing complex smart contracts. Currently, NFT mar-
ketplaces are designed on top of blockchains with smart
contract functionality or Layer-2 solutions due to the lack
of programmability for fair exchanges and high transac-
tion fees in Bitcoin. However, the recent work of [33] dis-
proved this wrong assumption and the trade is settled by
publishing a single Bitcoin transaction on-chain, contrary
to deploying complex smart contracts. The main bulk of
work happens o�-chain with a practical mechanism for to-
ken authenticity resulting in a �exible token authorization
system. Following the same approach, we build a new ar-
chitecture based on the same (but modi�ed) ABC of [2]
using the adapted core/helper setting of [3].

1.4. Contributions

In this paper, we describe a novel biometric ABC proto-
col that tries to achieve the items of the privacy-by-design
principles by combining best of two worlds: Adapted core/
helper setting of [3] and modi�ed Blockchain-based iden-
tity management system of [2] according to the former.
Based on a direct instantiation of the recently introduced
deep face fuzzy vault of [4], a total overhead of 500 millisec-
onds to a showing of a comparable non-biometric-based
ABC is obtained instead of the 2.1 seconds computed in
[1], apart from the removal of computationally expensive
pairings. A brief comparison is presented as below.

Table 1: Estimated biometric-based ABC showing times. †: PS-MS
of [40], ‡: for U-Prove computed in [26], ∗: based on [32], ∗∗:based
on [4]

Underlying Signing Approx. time of Overhead
Scheme (σ) ABC based on σ for face

[1] PS [41] 27.58ms† [40] 2.1s∗ [1]
New Brands DLRep [27] 4.38ms‡ [26] 500ms∗∗[4]

To the best of our knowledge, the proposed biomet-
ric ABC system is the �rst scheme that is e�cient, non-
transferable, secure, transparent, scalable, usable, auditable,
user-centric, GDPR-compliant, and most importantly, guar-
anteeing Identity Privacy. Although our system is in-
stantiated on Bitcoin (BTC) Blockchain, the system is
blockchain-agnostic: Our system can be built upon any
public blockchain, which outperforms BTC with respect
to throughput, security, privacy and usability, as the pro-
posed framework is generic and independent of the blockchain
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platform. Lastly, even though our solution does not re-
quire re-generation of credentials when upgrading the user's
smart phone, if the alternative framework of Figure 4 is
employed, re-issuance of updated credentials are also avoided
at the cost of decreased usability.

1.5. Preliminaries

In this section, we summarize the biometric-based non-
transferable ABC scheme of [2] by adapting it according
to the modi�ed version of core/helper setting of [3]. An-
other primitive employed in the new proposal is a Fuzzy
Extractor (FE). In fact, fuzzy vault is evaluated as a fuzzy
(i.e. secure) sketch [12, 14], where the latter implies a FE,
since a secure sketch is the building block of a FE [12, 42].
The reader is referred to [42, 19, 14, 12, 4] for the details
of biometric cryptosystems and to Appendix for the de�-
nition of FE, Brands' DLRep, core/helper setting and the
original IIoT identity management protocol of [2].

1.5.1. Background on Face Biometrics

As noted in [2, 14], most of the credential systems (in-
cluding ABC) do not guarantee true non-transferability,
since nothing prevents lending of the smartcard storing
a credential, as in the case of lending of credit cards or
other credentials. Binding the ABC to the entity/user by
means of biometrics such as face, �ngerprints, etc. is an
e�ective and practical solution against credential trans-
fer. Thus, biometric-based ABC requiring possession of
the ABC owner's face biometrics on the �y ascertains that
entities are physically present when their ABCs are used,
hindering credential sharing and abuse by theft.

In this context, removing the need for smartcards and
special biometric card readers by replacing them with an
external Reader/Sensor device R, biometric ABC schemes
proposed in [1] are based on the face veri�cation system of
MSBSIF-SIEDA [32] that achieves an accuracy of 94.63%,
approaching an accuracy of 100% at 0.2 false alarm, i.e.
false positive rate (FMR). However, current research in
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) shows sig-
ni�cant improvements in facial recognition accuracy, which
is con�rmed by the recent work of [4] that achieves False
Non-Match Rate (FNMR) below 1% at a False Match Rate
(FMR) of 0.01%, i.e. < 1% FNMR at 0.01% FMR. For
the same FMR=0.01%, [32] denotes Genuine Match Rate
(GMR = 1 - FNMR) as true positive rate and achieves
an accuracy of slightly above 85% (upper lefthand side ar-
row), hence a false non-match rate below 0.15, i.e. 15%
as shown in Figure 1. Thus, for privacy-preserving access
control, the system of [4] is a better choice compared to
[32] since the former o�ers additional key derivation fea-
ture which can be used for secret key management using
biometrics, and thus, in combination with other disclosed
(private) attributes of a digital/anonymous credential.

1.5.2. Background on the core/helper setting

The notion of core/helper anonymous credentials is in-
troduced in [3], which considers a constrained core device

Figure 1: ROC curve of MSBSIF-SIEDA and other state-of-the-art
methods [32]

(a SIM card) and a powerful helper device (a smartphone),
where the former performs operations regardless of the
number of credential attributes and the latter is unable
to use the credential without the help of the SIM card.
Today's PCs, smartphones are generally equipped with se-
cure elements in form of dedicated hardware modules, e.g.
the Trusted PlatformModule (TPM) or SIM cards that are
designed to handle secrets, i.e. their creation and storage.
Initially, we only require a SIM card that is responsible for
the storage of an ABC generated by the government. The
reader is referred to Appendix A for the details of [3].

1.5.3. Background on the biometric based ABC of [1]

As stated in [1], the authors of [12, 29] proposed solu-
tions depending on a dedicated trusted device carried by
each user, such as a smart card, which is trusted to cap-
ture, scan and measure fresh �ngerprints for each ABC
showing. Besides, their system requires the card to prove
that the encoded template stored as part of the ABC
matches the fresh biometrics. However, as discussed in
section 1.3, the claim that "a solution requiring dedicated
hardware for each entity does not scale and su�ers from the
same usability limitations as device-bound ABCs as well"
is disproved. Also, the instantiation of BioABC-ZK for
face biometrics with a template length of N = 600 requires
Pointcheval-Sanders (PS) signatures in a bilinear group,
Pedersen commitments and authenticated AES. The ABC
showing token is a Schnorr-style ZPK (Σ-protocol), which
is transformed using Fiat-Shamir heuristic to obtain a non-
interactive protocol. The authors of [1] measured values
for the tasks with high costs executed by each of the ac-
tors during an ABC showing, i.e. the calculation of Ped-
ersen commitments in the reader device R, and the tasks
of the ZPK for the entity and the veri�er. Here, aBio

refers to a face template within a credential bound to it,
namely, face biometrics represented as an attribute as part
of the ABC. This instantiation adds an overhead of ap-
proximately 2.1s to a presentation of a comparable non-
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biometric-based ABC. Hence, the total overhead is just
over 3 seconds. The reader is referred to Appendix C for
an overview of the biometric ABC of [1].

2. Adapting the IIoT Identity Management proto-
col of [2]

To describe our new biometric-based non-transferable
ABC (biometric ABC) scheme, we �rst slightly modify the
core/helper setting of [3] so that it is directly applicable
to our use-case/scenario.

2.1. Modifying the core/helper setting of [3]

Initially, the core, namely SIM card1 stores 1 the gov-
ernmentally generated and signed (encrypted) credential
c1, where user-speci�c X0 and non-essential attributes de-
noted as params, the helper data P , the associated origi-
nal credential h, encrypted credential c1 together with the
government's signature σ on c1 is permanently stored in
the SIM card1; Having the two SIM cards installed, the
helper device, namely the smartphone can now obtain a
credential hE (computed as in [2]) from the issuer CIV by
sending a request 2 , where SIM card1 is informed about

a credential issuance via 3 , which returns the necessary
data to the smartphone so that it can compute hE to-
gether with the issuer. Next, the issuer CIV computes the
secret randomization parameter AP , the secret credential
update parameter UP as in [2], which are then passed to
the smartphone that completes the computation of hE , iE
together with the issuer via 4 . Finally, the credential hE
and index iE for the authentication path are stored at the
smartphone together with UP,AP 5 .

For a biometric ABC showing, the smartphone �rst
triggers a request 6 that is also passed to the SIM card1
7 so that it returns the helper data P to the smart-
phone for the computation of the biometric attribute us-
ing the fresh biometrics captured and extracted by the
smartphone. Next, based on the attributes that are re-
quired to be shown selectively (as all the other attributes
remain undisclosed), the smartphone computes the nec-
essary steps of the showing protocol 8 and sends the

computed values to the veri�er 9 who either accepts or
rejects. Finally, the smartphone computes and stores the
updated credential and authentication path 10 to be used

in the future authentications. The same computations are
performed by the issuer CIV via 11 which also updates

the Merkle Tree for the users who successfully authenti-
cated. An overview of the modi�cation is in Figure 2(b).

Remark 2.1. We note that the above presented modi�ca-
tion to the original core/helper setting of [3] is designed
for a SIM card with very limited capabilities, namely a
core device equipped only with a small memory. However,
in section 5, we extend the capabilities of the core device so
that SIM card1 can also compute the (hidden) biometric at-
tribute X1 using the data/template extracted from the fresh

biometrics captured and transferred by the smartphone to
the SIM card1 at step 3 . Hence, instead of sending the
helper data P during a credential presentation, the SIM
card1 returns the freshly computed biometric attribute X1

at step 7 so that the user enters the only missing essen-
tial KYC ID attributes (such as Name and Surname) at
step 8 as they are not stored as part of the credential.

In any case, the private attributes such as the biometric
data of the entity are not revealed to any party in the
system.

Remark 2.2. Moreover, a further extension to the capa-
bilities of the core device described in Remark 2.1 allows
for the computation and storage of the update parameters
UP and AP , which requires only two hash computations
(as summarized in section 3.3.1) at step 7 . Together with
the freshly computed attribute X1 and the fresh update pa-
rameters, the SIM card1 returns the stored credential data
and path data to the smartphone at step 7 so that the

smartphone completes the credential showing at 9 with
the veri�er SE. Thus, the smartphone is only responsible
for the computation of the updated credential at step 10

using the update parameters that it received from the SIM
card1 at step 7 . As a result, the storage duties of the
smartphone is completely eliminated at the cost of a small
increase in the storage and computational overhead of the
SIM card1. The alternative �ow diagram is in Figure 4.

2.2. Adapting the Participants of [2]

As di�erent from [2], an entity E is a user possessing
a smartphone as the primary helper device with two SIM-
card slots, who wants to authenticate to a Service Provider
(SP). Here, one SIM-card needs to be reserved as the
secure element (core) similar to the setting in [3]. As in
[2], all of the parties are assumed to be independent and
non-colluding:

Credential Generator (CG) - Central Authority such as
the Government that generates the digital twin of the Na-
tional ID card with biometrics and other attributes de�n-
ing the user's identity. The core device storing the original
governmentally generated biometric ABC and its encryp-
tion signed by the government is trusted by everyone.

Credential Issuer and Veri�er (CIV) - Any organiza-
tion, for instance, a bank or a company that has a present
relationship with the entity. CIV provides justi�cation for
organizational aspects of E 's identity. As in [2], CIV is de-
signed to employ a TEE or TPM to run the automatic
updates based on E-speci�c data. CIV has no knowl-
edge of an E 's complete identity record due to encryption.
To achieve multi-show unlinkability against SE , CIV only
records a blinded version of biometric ABC on the Merkle
Tree, updates both its location on the tree and its value
by randomizing it after a successful credential show. Thus,
CIV does not need to be continuously online resulting in
reduced infrastructure costs [2]. Two di�erent platforms
take place in our proposal: BTC blockchain for on-chain
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storage and a public/private IPFS for o�chain data stor-
age of large amount of data using a Merkle tree in order
to use the public ledger functionality for integrity of data
as in [14, 24, 39, 2].

Service Enabler(s) (SE) - responsible for verifying the
records for each E created by various CIV and transferring
data about these records to SP. The public key pkSE of
SE should be well-known. SE and CIV are (as emphasized
before) assumed to be non-colluding.

2.3. Trust Assumptions and Adversarial Model

Each participant is ideally assumed as independent and
non-colluding. Except for CG, the remaining authorities
are assumed as semi-honest although malicious behavior
of some of the authorities are analyzed in section 4.
CIV is designed as in [2] and only publishes the ran-

domized commitments to credentials into the Blockchain
based on the encrypted h issued and justi�ed by CG. As in
[2], CIV has no knowledge of E except for theXn, i.e. orga-
nizational attribute(s) and minimum KYC ID attributes
required to register the user/entity to the organization.

If E runs the showing protocol to a�rm that his/her
identity satis�es the requirements determined by SP, some
of the Xis (i > 1) are revealed to SE . As in [2], SP does
not learn anything about E registered by the CIV, but SP
is assured that E satis�es the necessary properties for the
service through the intermediary of SE . As in [2], multi-
show unlinkability against SE or their collusion is guaran-
teed by randomizing both the index iE and the credential
hE in the Merkle tree following each successful authenti-
cation of E according to the steps in Algorithm 6. Thus,
a malicious SE cannot associate disclosed attributes to a
speci�c E , since there could be many Es that have over-
lapping/common attribute(s). Besides, the core device of
E is trusted by everyone, thus, collusion of E and SE is
unrealistic. Also, SP must rely on SE to accurately pass
the necessary data, namely E meets the requirements for
the service. Finally, distinct SE(s) allow E to switch to a
di�erent SE for each authentication. Showings can be per-
formed with di�erent SEs without being linkable to each
other as in [2].

3. The New Construction: Biometric ABC

As opposed to previous constructions such as [15] that
combine the digital credential scheme based on a Blind Sig-
nature with biometrics encapsulated as a Pedersen com-
mitment, we directly encode the biometric attribute X1

into the Brands' DLRep as in [2, 14] so that this pri-
vate/hidden attribute is not revealed to any actor but its
presence guarantees non-transferability of the biometric
ABC during the showing/presentation protocol with SE .
The abbreviations adapted from [2] are shown in Table 2.
An overview of the new construction is in Figure 2.

Remark 3.1. An identity IDk de�ning an entity Ek de-
notes the attributes (X1, , ..., Xn−1) on the National ID

card of Ek, where the �rst attribute is assigned for the bio-
metrics such as faceprint, �ngerprint, etc.. Also, let hE
denote its digital version, where X1 corresponds this time
to the digital version of the biometrics extracted using a
fuzzy extractor build upon the deep face fuzzy vault scheme
of [4]. The associated helper data P is a user-speci�c se-
cret parameter of this fuzzy extraction process. We assume
that h is generated by the government (credential generator
CG), where X0 is a user-speci�c secret parameter listed un-
der the params together with the non-essential attributes
(i.e. some of Xis).

The digital version of the National ID card is delivered in
form of a DLRep h as computed in Appendix B, section
8.0.1. Next, an ElGamal encryption/Pedersen Commit-
ment is applied on h and the encrypted/committed value
c1 is also signed by the CG. Finally, the secret parameters
(P, h, c1) and the governments signature on the encrypted
credential c1 are stored on the SIM Card.

Table 2: Abbreviations adapted from [2]

CG, CIV Credential Generator, Credential Issuer

SE , SP Service Enabler, Service Provider

params User-speci�c X0 and non-essential attributes

P , X1, h Helper data, Biometric attribute, Credential

c1, σ Encryption of h, CG's signature on c1
E , hE Entity, Credential stored on the Merkle Tree

iE Authentication Path of hE in the Merkle Tree

AP and UP Automatic Update parameters for iE and hE

rCIV,t Merkle tree root commiting to hEs at time t

3.1. Credential Generation

As in [2], the original credential h of an entity E is gen-
erated by the government (CG) and the resulting value
h is �rst encrypted using pkE , namely ElGamal public
key of E and the resulting ciphertext c1 is signed using
skCG , namely secret key of CG for a Schnorr signature
scheme. Alternatively, ElGamal Encryption can replaced
by Pedersen commitment as suggested in [2]. The creden-
tial h, its encryption/commitment c1 and the signature σ
are stored in SIM card1. Since no essential Know-Your-
Customer (KYC) identifying data such as Name and Sur-
name together with biometric template or any biometric
key/attribute is stored within h, our new scheme requires
a fresh biometric reading on each authentication attempt.
The data on the SIM card1 is issued by CG, and is trusted
to protect the E 's interests. SIM card1 assures that E , CIV
or SE cannot tamper with (or even read) the secret param-
eters params as well as the helper data P , cryptographic
keys and the original credential h.

As opposed to [29, 15, 1], E 's biometrics is not stored
on any device such as the SIM card or smartphone, which
is otherwise used in checking whether the fresh biomet-
rics of E matches the one stored on the device as done in
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Figure 2: (a) Overview of biometric ABC (b) Overview of biometric ABC issuance and veri�cation (c) The veri�cations run by SE to prove
that hE is a branch in the Merkle tree using the intermediate hashes of the branch provided by E. iE = 000 represents the location of hE on
the tree. For immutability through chaining and non-membership proof of the credentials, a commitment to the root of the (sorted) Merkle

tree (denoted with r
(s)
CIV,t) is published [2]

Algorithm 1: Biometric ABC Generation

Input: SIM Card, National ID and biometrics of E, pkE , skCG
Output: ID, params, P, h, c1, σ
Request for original biometric ABC E → CG (National ID, E)
Biometric Veri�cation E ↔ CG:

-E → CG (Face Image of E)
-CG → E (Trusted Sensor)
-CG uses deep face fuzzy vault to retrieve a biometric key
from face template −→µ and the helper data P

Assignment of user-speci�c data E ↔ CG:
-CG generates user-speci�c secret X0 listed in params

Credential Binding CG → E:
-CG runs the fuzzy extractor to compute the extracted
random string R, hashes it using a cryptographic hash
function H, assigns it to X1 = H(R)

Biometric ABC Generation E ↔ CG(ID, params, P, pkE , skCG):
-CG → E (ID,X0, X1, ..., Xn−1, g0, ..., , gn−1, gn)
-CG returns E original credential h on ID, its encryption c1
using pkE , and σ, i.e. signature on c1 using skCG

Storage of biometric ABC (SIM Card, params, P, h, c1, σ):

-The original biometric ABC is stored in SIM Card // 1

[29, 1]. At the end of this phase, we assume that each E
has a digital credential h generated, encrypted/committed
and the resulting ciphertext c1 is signed by CG as in [2].
Therefore, any industrial organization, bank or company
has to trust both the core device and the signature σ on
the encryption c1 of the digital credential h.

3.1.1. Credential Binding

As one can observe from Algorithm 1, CG binds each
credential to E using a biometric key derivation/retrieval
technique based on fuzzy extractors [43, 12]. As di�erent
from [2], in this work, we employ the deep face fuzzy vault
of [4], which can be evaluated as a secure sketch forming
the basis of Fuzzy Extractors FE. Brie�y, FE allows one
to extract randomness from w to reproduce it later using
a di�erent value w′ close to the original w. During the
Showing Protocol, the original w is obtained with the help
of P given that dis(w,w′) ≤ d and R is extracted to com-
pute X1. The details of Credential Binding are presented
in Algorithm 1 and in Appendix A, where we assign R

to X1 that represents the biometric attribute of E . Since
the core device of E stores only the helper data P , data
leakage from the stored original credential h about X1 or

biometrics of E is impossible as opposed to [1].

3.2. Credential Issuance

A summary of credential issue is given in Algorithm 2
and detailed description is presented in Appendix B.

Algorithm 2: Biometric ABC Issuance

Input: Smartphone, SIM Card, ID, gn, Xn, pkE
Output: hE , iE , UP,AP , Merkle Tree

Request for biometric ABC E → CIV (KYC ID, c1, σ):// 2

-Smartphone informs SIM Card about credential issuance,

which returns h, c1, σ, P to the smartphone // 3

Credential Veri�cation CIV ↔ E (KYC ID, gn, pkE , c1, σ):
-CIV requests the KYC ID of E and veri�es the
signature σ on c1, encrypts the new organizational
attribute Xn, i.e. gXn

n using pkE and returns c2.

Blind Attribute Merging CIV ↔ E (Xn, g
Xn
n , c1, c2):

-CIV sends c2, Xn, g
Xn
n to E so that both compute/check

c3 = c1 · c2 corresponds to the encryption of h′ = h · gXn
n

Blinded DLRep CIV ↔ E (BlindDLRep):// 4

-E computes BlindDLRep together with an additional
Schnorr Signature as in Appendix B, section 8.0.3
-E returns CIV BlindDLRep together with a Σ protocol to
prove KYC ID and a PoK computed as in section 8.0.3
PoK{γ, h′|(β1 = zγ) ∧ (β2 = h′γ) ∧ (cγ3 ∈ Enc(h′γ))}
-CIV veri�es Σ and PoK, assigns the biometric ABC, i.e.
(zγ , h′γ) of E as hE

Storage of biometric ABC on the Merkle Tree (hE , iE):
-CIV stores hE at the position iE on the Merkle Tree

Assignment of Update Parameters CIV → E(UP,AP ):
-CIV returns (hE , iE) and the secret parameters, i.e.

Authentication Path AP and credential Update UP // 4

-E stores hE , index iE , UP , AP on the smartphone // 5

After storing the blinded DLRep h′γ of E on the Merkle
tree as hE , CIV returns the secret randomization parame-
ter for the authentication path AP to E together with the
credential update parameter UP . The details of creden-
tial storage and publication of BlindDLReps are given in
Appendix B, sections 8.1 and 8.2.

3.3. Credential Showing

Biometric ABC presentation is described in Algorithm
3, the details of which is given in Appendix B, section 8.3.

The original digital credential h produced by CG is
stored at the SIM card, which does not store any biometric
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Algorithm 3: Biometric ABC Showing Protocol

Input: pkSE , branch of Merkle tree, BTC Transaction with
identi�er TXid, Smartphone, SIM Card, ID,Xn

Output: Grant of service or Reject

/* The entity generates a new pkE to open the secure

communications channel TLSpkE ,pkSE */

Request for service E → SE ( Name of Service, SP ) // 6

Prove possession of info E ↔ SE:
-SE → E (Info to prove: Required KYC ID attributes,

{CIV}, SessionID) // 6

-E → SE (TXid, Merkle tree branch, SessionID) // 6

-Smartphone informs SIM Card about credential show,

which returns params, P to the smartphone // 7

-Smartphone uses P and the fresh biometrics to extract the

hidden biometric attribute X1 // 8

-E enters the minimum/required KYC ID attributes and
prepares the �rst move of credential show using

params,X1 and the entered attributes // 8

Credential Veri�cation E ↔ SE (Showing protocol run of

section 8.3 in Appendix B, SessionID) // 9

-SE uses the branch and the public Merkle tree root
rCIV,t to check that hE is in the tree
-If veri�ed, SE communicates SP, otherwise reject E

Con�rm for service SE → SP: (SessionID)
Grant of service SP → E
Con�rm for update SE → CIV: (SessionID, hE , iE)
Inform of update SE → other SEs: (SessionID, hE , iE)

image or template similar to the smartphone. Thus, even
if the integrity of the SIM card storing h is breached, re-
covering the biometrics or any biometric attribute of E is
impossible. Because of the automatic updates and change
of the session key pkE prior to each authentication attempt,
each authenticating E appears as a �rst time user to SE .

Every time E authenticates successfully, the helper de-
vice, namely the smart phone as well as CIV automatically
increment a counter k, compute the newly updated ABC
overwriting the present one and the newly updated au-
thentication path on the Merkle Tree using a PRF, Cryp-
tographic Hash Function, AP and UP as in [2]. The pass-
word shared between E and CIV for the PRF and related
computations are identical to section 8.4 of Appendix B.
Lastly, we count on the helper device for the correct com-
putation of the update parameters. The details are given
in Algorithms 4 and 5.

3.3.1. Updating the Credential-related Data

After CIV receives the message of "Con�rm for up-
date" from SE , if E is not suspended, CIV updates the
Merkle tree path and ABC of E as in Algorithm 5, whereas
the steps performed by each entity are described in Algo-
rithm 4. For simplicity, we assume in Algorithm 4 that a
single user/entity E is authenticated between two Bitcoin
(BTC) blocks although the same procedures are repeated
for the remaining entities during the same time interval.

Recall that in Algorithm 2, CIV returns E the up-
date parameters for the secret ABC and the authentica-
tion path, UP and AP , respectively, so that both parties
can compute at the kth authentication the parameters,
the new path and updated the credential. Following the
Pseudo Random Function (PRF) computation, both CIV

Algorithm 4: Updating the index and credential

after an authentication
Input: iE , hE , PRF, passwordE , UP , AP , counter k
Output: Updated {iE , hE , UP,AP , counter k}

E updates entity index for the kth authentication:// 10

-If k = 1, compute (iE)
∗= PRF(Hk(AP ))

-Else, compute (iE)
∗= PRF(AP )

E updates entity credential for the kth authentication: // 10

-If k = 1, compute U=PRF(Hk(UP )) and

(hE)
U= (BlindDLRep)U=(zγ , h′γ)U

=(zUγ , h′Uγ) =
n∏

j=0

g
XjUγ

j = (z, h′)

-Else, compute U=PRF(UP ) and (hE)
U = (z, h′)U

E replaces hE with (hE)
U and iE with (iE)

∗// 10

E computes the new update parameters: // 10

-Assign UP=H(UP ) and AP=H(AP )
-Increment k by 1

Algorithm 5: Updating the index and credential of

an entity after an authentication

Input: (SessionID), iE , branch of Merkle tree, hE , PRF,
passwordE , UP , AP , counter k

Output: Updated {Merkle tree, iE , hE , UP,AP , counter k}

CIV updates entity index:// 11

-Identical to Algorithm 4

CIV updates entity credential:// 11

-Identical to Algorithm 4

CIV updates Merkle Tree: // 11

-Insert a random value at the position iE
-Record (hE)

U at the position (iE)
∗

CIV updates Database entry for the Entity: // 11

-CIV replaces hE and iE identical to Algorithm 4
-CIV computes UP,AP, k identical to Algorithm 4

and E replace UP with H(UP ) (equal to Hk(UP ) for the
kth authentication to update its value for k = 2, 3...) iden-
tical to the parameter AP .

During the credential issuance, BlindDLRep involves
the blinding factor γ as described in section 8.0.3 of Ap-
pendix B. This way, the government CG and the service en-
ablers SEs cannot link the generation and showing phases,
even if they collude. This corresponds to the Unlinkabil-
ity property achieved in U-prove as well [31]. However,
the non-colluding CIV can access the organizational at-
tributes of E . Thus, CIV not only updates the credential
BlindDLRep via (BlindDLRep)U but also randomizes the
authentication path. This update mechanism following a
successful authentication results in Multi-show unlinkabil-
ity against credential veri�ers (SE in our system), which
is a lacking feature in U-prove.

After computing all the updated ABCs denoted with
hj
Es in Algorithm 6, CIV calculates the anonymity set with

size sum to check whether sum denoting the total number
of authenticated entities between two consecutive blocks
is larger than the system threshold τ in order to guaran-
tee the unlinkability of those entities against the malicious
SEs. Next, as described in Algorithm 6, CIV publishes one
of the Bitcoin transactions as shown in Figure 3 below.
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Algorithm 6: Merkle Tree root computation and

storage on the blockchain

Input: Randomized and Updated Branches of Merkle tree,

SessionIDs, hj
E , i

j
E , cmCIV,t−1,cm

s
CIV,t−1

Output: BTC Transaction with identi�er TXid

Check for entity anonymity:

-Sum up the total number of authentications of hj
Es at

di�erent SEs for epoch [t − 1, t]
-Check whether the sum is 0 < sum < τ , if so, update
empty branches of Merkle tree with random values,

otherwise do nothing /* To provide unlinkability and

untraceability of an entity against a malicious SE */
Update Merkle tree:

-Construct Merkle tree via updated & remaining branches
-Compute rCIV,t, cmCIV,t = H (cmCIV,t−1, rCIV,t)
-Optionally, rsCIV,t, cm

s
CIV,t = H (cms

CIV,t−1, r
s
CIV,t) for

the sorted Merkle tree root commitments
Distribute Merkle tree:

-CIV publishes a TX on the Blockchain as in Figure 3.
-CIV distributes the Merkle tree to SEs.

3.4. Auditing

Auditing can be performed o�chain by entities and ser-
vice enablers using the Merkle Tree and Bitcoin transac-
tions as described in Algorithm 7. This way, malicious
or inconsistent behavior of CIV can be checked both by
entities and service enablers.

Figure 3: Bitcoin Transactions (BTC TX)[2]:
Left-hand side for Merkle Tree- | Right-hand side for Accumulator-
based IIoT identity management system of [2]

Algorithm 7: Auditing
Input: Distributed Merkle Tree
Output: Deleted/replaced/updated hEs
Veri�cation after distribution of Merkle Tree of Algorithm 6:

-SE can verify that CIV correctly deleted the used/spent
hEs from the (sorted) Merkle tree by checking it using an
exclusion proof in O(logN)
-E can verify that CIV correctly deleted his used/spent hE
identical to SE

Query for the current Merkle Tree E ↔ SE:
-E queries any SE to check whether CIV correctly updated
and replaced his credential on the tree any time after
an authentication

3.5. Credential Renewal/Thaw/Suspension/Revocation

Lastly, permanent revocation of an entity is performed
as in Algorithm 8. The details of the Algorithms for cre-
dential renewal due to an organizational attribute change
and a thaw process following a suspension are described
in Appendix B, section 8.4.

Algorithm 8: Revocation
Input: Current Credential Revocation List CRL
Output: Updated CRL
CIV revokes an identity/entity permanently:

-Insert a random value at the position iE
CIV updates CRL:

-Compute CRLU = H(CRL) ∪ hE and CRL = H(CRLU )
CIV updates/distributes the Merkle Tree as in Algorithm 6:

-Distribute the updated list (CRL) to SEs
-Continue identical to Algorithm 6

4. Security Analysis of the New System

First, we evaluate the BioABC-ZK [1] based on the
following Lemma. The reader is referred to Appendix C
for a summary of BioABC-ZK [1].

Lemma 4.1. A protocol cannot guarantee Identity Pri-
vacy for a compromised user or colluding Reader R and
Veri�er V if the user stores the biometric ABC together
with any essential KYC ID attributes (such as name, sur-
name) and biometrics that are processed by those V and
R, respectively.

For the second generic construction (BioABC-ZK) of
[1], Identity privacy in the sense of the above Lemma can-
not be guaranteed since identity attributes are part of b=
(aBio, a), where a = (a1, ..., an) and the biometric tem-
plate aBio that is used during the registration/credential
issuance is stored next to the credential's signature σ as
shown in Figure 10 of Appendix C. For increased usabil-
ity, the user of BioABC-ZK does not require to carry addi-
tional smart card, biometric card reader, etc. to store/process
those sensitive data. Since the proof is trivial, we omit the
details. Besides, even if a careless user has lost his phone,
an outside attacker cannot obtain any essential credential
data in our proposal, due to the direct application of the
third privacy-by design principle in section 1.3.

4.1. Identity Privacy

In this security notion, we focus on internal adversaries,
namely SE or colluding SEs, who perform the o�chain
veri�cation. Speci�cally, a malicious SE tries to break the
privacy of the sensitive relationship between E 's identity
and its biometrics and recover the biometrics/identity link
of E . For simplicity, we denote c1 as c in ExpA(λ) below.

Experiment ExpA(λ)
(k, IDk,

−→µk
0,−→µk

1, (IDj ,
−→µj ){j ̸=k})← A(1λ)

−→µk = −→µk
β R← {−→µk

0,−→µk
1}, (params)← (1λ)

{SIM Card(Pl, hl, cl, σl)←GEN(paramsl, IDl,
−→µl )}l

TXPUBLISH(r1, cm1, CRL1)←{ISSUE(BlindDLRepl, il)}l
For each BTC Block:

res← SHOW(SIM Card(), −→µ , hE , iE , UP,AP )
If res = 1, UPDATE(UP,AP, hE , iE)
TXPUBLISH(r, cm, CRL)

β′ ← A(Challenger;Authentication)
if β′ = β return 1 else return 0

A's advantage in the above game is Pr|[β = β′]− 1/2|.
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A protocol satis�es Identity Privacy against a malicious
SE if every PPT adversary A has negligible advantage in
ExpA(λ) described as below. For simplicity, we assume
that a single entity E with biometrics −→µ is authenticated
between two BTC blocks, where the upper part of the
game (i.e. above the BTC Block phrase) simulates the
setup and enrollment of users, whereas the rest of the game
is related to the credential show/update steps simulated by
the challenger. The attacker A is a PPT running against
the biometric ABC and a Challenger C simulates the en-
vironment for A. The attacker can access any number of
BTC Blocks and Authentication attempts till he outputs
a guess β′. Although the game resembles the identity pri-
vacy game in [24], ExpA(λ) di�ers in the simulation of cre-
dential generation GEN, issuance ISSUE, showing SHOW

and UPDATE phases, where the latter two are represented
under the process of Authentication.

Theorem 4.1. Identity Privacy against a malicious SE
or colluding SE(s)/SP is guaranteed based on the security
of the secret parameters, security of ElGamal Encryption
and the Blinded DLREP Schemes.

Proof. The proof is similar to section 5.3 of [24] with
a malicious SE and honest entities that are not compro-
mised by an attacker. Due to the correct behavior of each
E , ZKPs provided by each E are omitted. Besides, the ma-
licious SE does not generate any ZKP and SE/SP is al-
lowed to obtain the partial or full biometric data of any E .
Even then, identity privacy is guaranteed based on the se-
curity of the secret parameters and the original credential
(generated by the government) stored in E 's core device
and the security of the Blinded DLRep. Clearly, the new
proposal cannot guarantee the notion for a colluding SE
and E that are both malicious as a malicious entity reveals
his/her secret parameters to a malicious SE in addition to
the credential data. For simplicity, assume that the cre-
dential is composed of a single attribute X corresponding
to biometrics −→µ due to the following Lemma [31].

Lemma 4.2. DL-REP is at least as hard as Discrete Log-
arithm (DL), namely �nding a DL representation of h is
at least as hard as the DL problem.

In view of the above Lemma, a simple reduction shows
that using an oracle that is able to construct a (non-trivial)
DL representation of h, breaking the DL problem is easy.
The reader is referred to [31] for the details.

We can also allow for the helper device, namely the
smart phone to leak some partial data related to creden-
tial/identity such as update parameters UP,AP , or even
(public) identity data such as name, surname, etc. -resulting
in an even stronger security model- as long as the core de-
vice, namely the SIM Card securely stores the user-speci�c
secret data, params, the helper data P and the digital twin
of the National ID Card, i.e., h, c, σ. This stronger secu-
rity model simpli�es the challenge for identity IDk with
−→µk = −→µk

β that adversary A has to process as below:

Let c∗ be the challenge ElGamal Encryption using the
challenge public key pk∗E associated to the challenge bio-

metrics X∗, namely
−→
µ∗, where h∗ = gX

∗
. In fact, h∗ is a

commitment on X∗ that is encrypted in c∗ as in Veri�able
Encryption of Discrete Logarithms scheme of [44].

Lemma 4.3. An attacker that has non-negligible advan-
tage against the identity privacy experiment can be used to
break the veri�able encryption of discrete logarithms.

We prove the Lemma by using a reduction which is given−→
µ0
k, P

0 and
−→
µ1
k, P

1 that results in the two randomly ex-
tracted values X0, X1, where the challenger of the veri�-
able encryption scheme randomly picks one value as X∗ to

compute h∗, c∗. The reduction uses
−→
µ0
k, P

0 and
−→
µ1
k, P

1 to
simulate the parameters and the SIM Card(), and h∗, c∗ to
simulate the challenger of the identity privacy game in co-
ordination with its own challenger, namely the challenger
of the veri�able encryption scheme. The adversary ends
the identity privacy game by returning β′, which is also
returned by the reduction to his challenger. For the case
analyzed in section 5, where A SIM card with computa-
tional capabilities of [3] is considered, the following part
of the identity privacy game should be modi�ed as:

For each BTC Block:
res← SHOW(SIM Card(), −→µ )

Lemma 4.4. Our proposal achieves multi-show unlinka-
bility against the SE if CIV and SE do not collude and if
the update mechanism secure.

The proof is identical to Lemma 5.3 of [2].

Lemma 4.5. Our proposal achieves biometric-based non-
transferability.

Extracted biometric key resulting from the key release
of the deep face fuzzy vault [4] that is encoded as a bio-
metric attribute X1 as in Figure 3 of [14], must be freshly
computed for the interactive ZKPoK protocol of the cre-
dential showing. Here, the helper device must guarantee
the Liveness assumption as required in any biometric sys-
tem similar to the other arguments presented in [2].

Lemma 4.6. Attribute privacy is guaranteed if the core
device and the showing protocol are secure.

The attributes of the original ABC generated by CG are
never disclosed to CIV, hence, privacy against a malicious
CIV is identical to the proof in [2]. As long as E and CIV's
database are not hacked simultaneously, non-traceability
of an entity against a malicious SE is guaranteed similar
to the security against malicious CIV as discussed in [2].

Lemma 4.7. Unlinkability of the credential generation and
showing processes performed by the government CG and the
service enablers SEs, respectively, is guaranteed.

The lemma implies that CG and SEs cannot associate cre-
dential issuance and showing phases even if they collude.
The proof is identical to Lemma 5.4 of [2].
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Corollary 4.1. Our proposal achieves non-malleable and
unlinkable ABC in the sense of Idemix for an independent
and non-colluding CIV, in addition to biometric-based non-
transferability.

Another example of non-malleable and unlinkable creden-
tial system Idemix, which is an ABC scheme not consid-
ered as a self-blindable credential [45]. Credential Show-
ing of Idemix is substantially di�erent from the ones of the
other ABC schemes summarized in [45], since an Idemix
entity blinds the CL signature (A, e, v) partially, resulting
in (Ā, e, v̄), and sends Ā to the veri�er. Next, the user and
the veri�er engage in an interactive ZKP, where the entity
proves that he knows e, v̄, and his private key, without
disclosing any of them.

A similar pattern occurs in [2] and thus, in our new pro-
posal, but with additional actors/platforms, i.e. Blockchain
and credential generator CG, where the latter is required
to generate and biometrically bind the original digital cre-
dential h to the user similar to the generation of National
ID cards. Hence, the user blinds the digital twin of his
National ID card but before engaging in an interactive
zero knowledge-proof with the credential issuer CIV, the
entity proves to CIV that he knows an encryption c1 of
h (For simplicity, we denote c1 as c in ExpA(λ), which
is also signed by the CG), and then in an interactive and
complex zero knowledge-proof described in section 3.5.2
of [2], he proves his identity CIV using his blinded cre-
dential denoted as BlindDLRep with selective disclosure,
i.e. without disclosing any biometric attribute, secret at-
tributes and h. After this, CIV stores the credential hE
and updates it after each successful authentication in par-
allel to the user E .

5. Discussion

5.1. A SIM card with computational capabilities of [3]

In our initial design shown in Figure 2, we assume a
SIM card with minimum capabilities: It is only responsible
for storing the original credential, its encryption signed by
the government and the helper data of the fuzzy extractor.
However, as one can observe from the original core/helper
setting of [3], the core device (i.e. SIM card) generates
and stores the private key required to present credentials.
Since it is equipped with limited capabilities, namely small
memory/computational power, it can only produce "par-
tial show tokens".

If we apply the same framework as described in Re-
mark 2.1 and 2.2, an alternative architecture is obtained
as shown in Figure 4. The tradeo� is increased security
in case of a lost/compromised helper device, which is now
only used for computations of the updated credential at
the cost of decreased usability since the core device is ex-
pected to handle secrets and to be more powerful than
the initial scheme of Figure 2. Besides, the alternative
solution in Figure 4 does not require re-issuance of up-
dated/current credential hE when upgrading the user's

smart phone, whereas our initial proposal only prevents
re-generation/issuance of the original credential h. In any
case, the essential KYC attributes (such as Name and Sur-
name) are entered by the user at each credential showing
in addition to the fresh computation of the (hidden) bio-
metric attribute instead of storing them as part of the cre-
dential as in [1]. Hence, a careless user who has his phone
stolen or has lost it, does not endanger any sensitive data
since they are processed on-the-�y in both cases.

Figure 4: Overview of the Alternative Framework

5.2. Computational Cost

An estimate for the e�ciency of the new proposal can
be computed based on the exact timings implemented and
published by the authors of the deep face fuzzy vault [4].
The authors conduct the runtime measures on a single core
of an Intel Core i5-8250U CPU at 1.60 GHz achieving de-
coding times less than 500 ms for the best con�guration,
i.e. a FNMR less than 1% at a FMR of 0.01%. The result
of the key retrieval procedure is the input to our fuzzy ex-
tractor and cryptographic hash function that outputs the
value for the biometric attribute X1 similar to the applica-
tion presented in Figure 3 of [14]. Hence, the overall fuzzy
extraction can be performed in real time on a compatible
smartphone 5 for related parameters of fuzzy vault [4] that
is crucial for the system's usability.

Apart from the biometric key retrieval process, the
traditional credential show of our new proposal has com-
parable computational cost to U-Prove for the ZK-proof
generation times since both schemes depend on DLRep of
Brands [27] although our proposal -as opposed to U-Prove
[31, 30]- does not combine it with Schnorr's Blind Signa-
ture. In fact, Figure 5 presents the ZK proof generation
times for n = 10 credential attributes, where two of them
are revealed, i.e. disclosed, which is the minimum for KYC
applications as discussed in section 1.1. Even though our
proposal guarantees a security level in the sense of Idemix
according to Corollary 4.1, the e�ciency is almost 20 times
less than the implementation of Idemix for the same num-
ber of credential attributes as summarized in Figure 5.

5In fact, the latest Geekbench 6 scores prove that Apple's new
A17 Pro chip found in the iPhone 15 Pro and Pro Max, challenges
AMD and Intel [46]
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The comparison of U-Prove against Idemix is presented in
[26] (approx. 72ms), and another recent implementation
conducted in a laptop with an Intel Core i7-9750H CPU
at 2.60 GHz and 16GB of RAM is presented in [40] for
a comparison of PS-MS against Idemix (approx. 88ms).
The implementations of PS-MS are based on PS-signatures
[41] and include variations on the number of revealed at-
tributes r during ZK-proof generation for a �xed number
of credential attributes, i.e. n = 10 as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Comparison of U-prove to Idemix versus PS-MS [40]
to Idemix for various number of revealed attributes r, PS-MS:
Pointcheval�Sanders Multi-Signatures based on PS-signatures [41]

Based on the implementation results computed for the
ABC schemes that are build upon Brands DLRep ([30,
2, 14]), PS-signatures ([16, 17, 40, 1]) and CL-signatures
(Idemix [47])), we present a �nal overview of the compu-
tational cost based on the same attribute parameters for
compatibility in Figure 6. The details of Figure 5 and 6
are in Appendix C. As one can observe from the right-
hand side of Figure 6, Brands DLRep based ABC schemes
outperforms the other proposals. We note that the total
user cost during credential show equals to the sum of ZK
Proof generation and the overhead for face biometrics as
shown in Table 3.

Figure 6: Comparison of U-prove to Idemix versus PS-MS [40] to
Idemix for a �xed number of credential/revealed attributes, PS-MS:
Pointcheval�Sanders Multi-Signatures based on PS-signatures [41],
ZK-proof generation time for U-Prove is adapted and approximated

5.3. Limitations

A recent research conducted in Which? labs reveals
that 40% of smartphones that target the cheaper to mid-
range end of the market are equipped with face recognition
technology that can be spoofed even with a 2D printed
photo [48]. Although standard biometric systems assume
liveness detection, if the user's smart phone cannot guar-
antee this feature, employing multimodal biometrics, -for
instance �ngerprint biometrics as an additional attribute
to the ABC- would prevent a spoo�ng attack. The reader
is referred to [42, 19, 49, 50, 14] for �ngerprint-based fuzzy
extractors. Clearly, the overhead could double resulting in
approximately 1 seconds instead of 500ms of face biomet-
rics, even then, the total overhead for face and �ngerprint

attributes is smaller than the 2.1 seconds in [1] computed
for face biometrics alone.

6. Conclusion

In this work, a new biometric ABC scheme is proposed,
which achieves two con�icting goals simultaneously: Iden-
tity Privacy without sacri�cing e�ciency and usability.
The new system is by design generic; it can function on ex-
isting Blockchains with an OP_RETURN-like opcode/TX
such as Bitcoin. In addition to the ful�llment of the privacy-
by-design criteria, the new scheme does not require any im-
plementation, more importantly, any complex smart con-
tracts minimizing the TX costs. Lastly, a future work can
be implementation of the new system using other pub-
lic Blockchains that can outperform Bitcoin Blockchain to
achieve improved overall performance.
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